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Abstract. In the present study, characteristics of the acoustic ¯eld in
an enclosure bounded by fractal walls are investigated using Cellular
Automata (CA). CA is a discrete system which consists of ¯nite state
variables arranged on uniform grid. The dynamics of CA is expressed by
temporary updating the states of cells according to the local interaction
rules, de¯ned among a cell and its neighbors. In this paper, the e®ect
of fractal shaped boundary structure to the reverberation and sound
absorption characteristics of an enclosure is investigated for two dimen-
sional acoustic wave propagation model described by CA. Local rules
are provided for the construction of fractal patterns as well as represen-
tation of wave propagation phenomena. It is known by the numerical
simulations that the damping enhancement and also frequency-selective
absorbing behavior is seen for speci¯c fractal patterns and stage num-
bers.
1 Introduction
Among various kinds of sound dissipation schemes, the use of absorptive ma-
terials such as porous materials is the most common and signi¯cant technique
which is widely used for room acoustics and various electric devices. However,
the application of such dissipative materials may be limited by their weights,
placement and costs. Basically, such absorbing materials can mitigate sound ef-
fectively at mid and high frequency range, whereas it is physically well known
that they are not much e®ective for the low frequency regions.
On the other hand, the sound may be reduced by appropriately arranging
the acoustic boundary or the sound transmission paths where the sound waves
are well di®racted and interfered with each other so that the reverberation char-
acteristic is changed. Several works have been done regarding this issue, where
the wave is dissipated depending on the irregularity of the perimeter [2]-[7]. It
is also reported that certain acoustic modes are trapped within a part of such
irregular boundary which contributes to enhance the damping e®ect.
The fractal nature would be a measure for evaluating complexity of the
boundary.The geometric de¯nition of fractal structure, namely the fractal di-
mension was ¯rst proposed by Mandelbrot in 1975 [1], in order to describe the
irregularity of object geometries. The self-similar patterns can be seen in many
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natural systems such as in coastlines, clouds, snow °akes and even in economic
trends, where the fragments having similar patterns to the whole structures. Typ-
ical applications of fractal geometry include artistic designs of computer graphic
pictures, engineering applications as the way to analyze spatio-temporal char-
acteristic of images and information. Their intrinsic physical properties are also
of general interest and various kinds of researches have also been done with the
expectations that any peculiar phenomena may appear due to its self-similarity.
Among many physical processes, the wave responses in fractal structures have
been attracted a wide interest and several studies have been done regarding the
problem of wave localization in structural vibrations, acoustic waves and elec-
tromagnetic waves. The problems of vibrations and acoustic waves within the
regions which is bounded by fractal patterns, namely a fractal drum or a fractal
cavity were consistently studied by Sapoval et. al [2]-[4]. They have shown ana-
lytically that the waves are localized near the perimeter in these surface fractals.
They have also shown from more general aspect that the surface irregularities
play a role in damping characteristics of the cavity which is contributed by the
wave localization. Gibiat et al. have shown speci¯cally for one-dimensional acous-
tic wave propagation in Cantor-like waveguide that the self-similar structure
appears in the frequency response characteristics and that the wave is trapped
within such structure [5]. Moreover, the recent work of Kirihara et al.'s have
shown experimentally that the incident microwave is con¯ned in the central air
cavity of the Menger-sponge fractal by measuring the intensity pro¯le of electric
¯eld [7]. The more strong localization of microwaves can also be observed by
increasing the fractal stage. As far as the acoustic problems are concerned, such
peculiar e®ects originated by the fractal nature are worth studying with possi-
ble application to the room acoustics or the noise control engineering where the
reverberation and attenuation characteristics can be controlled. However, the
problems may seem rather pattern speci¯c and more extensive research should
be done in more e®ective way for modeling and performing simulations. The Cel-
lular Automata would be a good candidate for that purpose, due to its simplicity
but potentiality to express the complex phenomena.
In this paper, both the fractal boundary structure and the acoustic wave
model are developed using Cellular Automata (CA), where the acoustic wave
propagation is simulated in two dimensional cavity having fractal geometric pat-
tern at the boundary. The wave model is based on past studies by authors where
the two dimensional acoustic problems were solved [11, 12]. In the present model,
the energy dissipation takes place at the boundary where the wall of the cavity is
assumed to be lightly damped without frequency dependence. Response charac-
teristics of fractal patterns which are di®erent in fractal dimension and length of
perimeter are compared for the acoustical properties such as the reverberation
and dissipation. The e®ect of the stage number which characterizes the elabo-
rateness of each pattern is also investigated. It is shown that the CA approach is
highly compatible with the problems involved. The results also showed that the
frequency-selective absorbing behavior is seen for the di®erent fractal patterns
and stage numbers, as indicated by the past studies.
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Fig. 1. De¯nition of neighbor in two dimensional acoustic model. Two state variables,
sound pressure P and particle velocity V , are placed in each cell.
2 The Cellular Automata Model for Wave Propagation
Cellular Automata model for simulating acoustic wave propagation is shown
in this section. CA has been developed for modeling wide range of phenomena
including many physical processes [8]. Speci¯cally the wave propagation mod-
els have been studied by researchers based on Cellular Automata [9]-[12]. The
simple ¯nite di®erence scheme obtained by linear wave equation is referenced
for developing local interaction rule, in a sense that discretized wave equation
yields to an expression of local relationship of wave amplitudes. The rule is then
extended to a more practical case, yet time and space are treated as discrete
integers. De¯nitions for state variables and local interaction rules are presented
in the following subsections.
2.1 Space Partitioning and State De¯nition
Two dimensional space is discretized into rectangular cells, where state of each
cell is distinguished by two integers; i) zero for acoustic media, ii) 1 for lightly
absorptive wall. Additionally, two variables which express the sound pressure and
particle velocity in four neighbor directions are de¯ned for the acoustic medium
state. These variables are updated at each simulation step according to the local
interaction rules which describe the relationship between a cell and its cross-
located four neighboring cells as shown in Fig.1. Following Cellular Automata
convention, time and space are treated as integers. In order for the model to be
comparable with actual dimension, we assign unit cell length dx = 0:001[m], and
also c = 344[m=s] for sound speed.
2.2 De¯nition of Local Rules
State parameters given in each cell is updated every discrete time step according
to a local interaction rule. First, the particle velocities in four directions are
updated in time with respect the di®erence of sound pressure between adjacent
cells, whose update rule is described explicitly as,
Va(x; t+ 1) = Va(x; t)¡ fP (x+ dxa; t)¡ P (x; t)g : (1)
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Va represents particle velocity of media and P the sound pressure. Two dimen-
sional cell position is expressed as a vector x and discrete time step as t. A su±x
a in (1) signi¯es index of four neighbors. The particle velocity further obeys the
next (2), which expresses linear energy dissipation mechanism.
Va(x; t) = (1¡ n ¢ d) ¢ Va(x; t) : (2)
In the above (2), n represents number of neighbor cells with absorbing wall state,
d a damping constant per unit cell. In the present study, d is given as 0:001. The
pressure is then updated according to the rule described by (3),
P (x; t+ 1) = P (x; t)¡ c2a
X
a
Va(x; t+ 1) ; (3)
where ca denotes the wave traveling speed in CA space. Sound pressure and
particle velocities are updated according to the local rule described by above
three equations.
Since calculation is carried out between nearby cells that are separated only a
unit length at every step, any physical quantities cannot have the transport speed
exceed to this calculation limit. The maximum wave speed becomes ca = 1=
p
2
for two dimensional space, therefore the wave front travels 1=
p
2 of unit length
per calculation step [11].
3 Generating Fractal Pattern with CA
The fractal geometries of two dimensional acoustic cavity are produced according
to a set of rules within the Cellular Automata framework. Among many patterns
that were tested, six fractal patterns which are di®erent in fractal dimension are
shown here. The elementary patterns consisting of 5 £ 5 cells that are used for
the boundary construction are shown in Fig.2. The ¯lled square signi¯es that
the cell is a part of wall, and the un¯lled a vacant space.
Fig. 2. Elementary patterns for generating fractal structure. Fractal dimension of re-
spective pattern is: (a) 1.00, (b) 1.37, (c) 1.76, (d) 1.59, (e) 1.59, and (f) 1.68.
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Fig. 3. Set of local rules for fractal pattern growth. Rule in (a) generates self-similar
pattern according to pre-assigned elementary structure. In (b), a single cell is enlarged
to a set of cells having the same state. In both rules a cell is ampli¯ed to larger area
consisting of 5£ 5 grids.
Fig. 4. An example of generated 125£125 cell pattern for respective fractal level based
on elementary pattern no. 3.
To generate gross structure of fractal walls with respect to each fractal stage,
a set of rules consisting of self-similar growth and enlargement functions should
be de¯ned. The self-similar pattern growth rule is used to emphasize elabo-
rateness of fractal pattern, whereas the enlargement rule is applied for simply
magnifying the original pattern. These rules are schematically shown in Fig.3.
Following each of these rules, a cell is enlarged to a set of cells consisting of 5£5
grids for single calculation. By combining these rules arbitrarily and calculating
for three times, gross structures of 125 £ 125 cells having fractal geometry will
appear corresponding to respective fractal stage number. Examples of fractal
picture compared by the stage number varying from stage 1 to 3 for elemen-
tary pattern 3 are shown in Fig.4. Starting from a single wall state cell, stage 1
pattern is obtained where the self-similar growth rule is applied once and sub-
sequently the enlargement rule twice. Stage 2 can be calculated by applying the
former rule twice followed by latter once. Additionally, stage 3 is obtained by
the application of the latter rule three times. It is known from these ¯gures that
the self-similar structure is expressed at higher stage numbers.
4 Wave Propagation in a Cavity with Fractal Boundary
Simulations are performed for two-dimensional acoustic wave which propagates
inside the cavity having fractal geometric patterns developed in Sect.3. Schematic
of the acoustic ¯eld is shown in Fig.5. The simulation space is divided into
625 £ 625 cells, where the unit size of a cell is assumed to be 1[mm] which is
compatible with physical dimension of 6:25£6:25[m]. The twelve identical fractal
blocks made of 125 £ 125 cells clusters around the acoustic cavity and consti-
tutes the boundary. A sound source is located at (130; 130), whereas the time
history of the sound inside the cavity is observed at (430; 430). Since the choice
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Fig. 5. Spatial arrangement of two-dimensional acoustic ¯eld.
Fig. 6. 1/3 octave band sound pressure level of fractal acoustic cavity.
of random excitation is an appropriate way to know the approximate acoustical
characteristics of an acoustic ¯eld, the white noise ¯ltered with cuto® frequency
of 12:5[kHz] is driven by assigning forced particle velocity to the cell. In the
following subsections, the gross characteristics regarding reverberation and the
damping of sound inside fractal bounded acoustic cavity are shown.
4.1 Frequency Response of Sound Pressure Inside Fractal Cavity
While generating random noise, the simulation is carried out for 400; 000 itera-
tions which approximately corresponds to the actual time of 8 seconds. Based on
the measured time history of the last one second at the observation point, the 1/3
octave band frequency analysis of the sound pressure level for respective fractal
boundary pattern is performed. Among six patterns, the frequency responses for
the ¯rst three patterns are shown in Fig.6. In each pattern the response is also
compared by the stage number. As seen from Fig.6(a), the response for pattern
0 where the shape of the perimeter is simply consisted of straight lines is not
in°uenced by the stage sequence, since the geometry is not changed by pattern
transformation. The slight change in the pressure level is due to the alteration of
the cavity volume. The pressure level is holistically decreased according to the
stage number in Fig.6(b) and (c), since the length of perimeter as well as the
gross damping e®ect increases. Also speci¯cally in Fig.6(c), the selective damp-
ing enhancement can be seen around 100 and 400[Hz] depending on the stage
number. Though it remains conjectural, a certain e®ect may take place due to
the coincidence between the wavelength of sound and the size of concaves in the
perimeter. Additionally, the overall sound pressure level for respective fractal
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Fig. 7. Overall sound pressure level.
Fig. 8. Absorption coe±cient for di®erent boundaries.
pattern is shown in Fig.7. In Fig.7(a), the overall pressure decreases according to
the stage development in every pattern. Also it is known that the larger fractal
dimension value does not always contribute to larger decrease in overall pressure.
Results of all patterns and stages are plotted altogether in Fig.7(b). The ¯gure
signi¯es that the damping of sound pressure inside cavity strongly depends on
the length of perimeter, rather than the fractal dimension of elementary pattern.
4.2 Equivalent Absorption Coe±cient
In order to evaluate the sound dissipation in a room, statistical absorption co-





where the reverberation time Tr is de¯ned as the amount of time in which the
sound pressure decreases naturally over time as much as 60dB relative to the
pressure when shutting down the source excitation. In (4), V signi¯es the volume
of the cavity and also S the surface area, respectively. Using (4) and measured
reverberation time, the absorption coe±cient ® is reversely calculated for each
1/3 octave band. The sound absorption characteristics for the fractal pattern
of 0, 1 and 2 are speci¯cally shown in Fig.8. As easily predicted from Fig.6,
signi¯cantly low and unchanged absorption characteristic is seen for the acoustic
cavity with pattern 0 regardless of the stage number increment. On the other
hand, the results of fractal pattern 1 and 2 as in Fig.8(b) and (c) signify that
the sound is dissipated as large as the stage number increases. These results
imply that even with the limited amount of absorptive treatment on walls, the
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sound is e®ectively damped by providing structural irregularity on the boundary.
The frequency-selective behavior must depend on the geometric nature of fractal
patterns, which should further be investigated.
5 Conclusions
In the present paper, the acoustic wave propagation in a cavity bounded by frac-
tal walls are modeled and investigated using Cellular Automata. Local rules are
provided for both the generation of fractal patterns and the representation of
wave propagation phenomena. The reverberation and the damping characteris-
tics of the cavity having fractal boundary with di®erent patterns and stages are
compared. It is known that the damping of sound inside cavity strongly depends
on the length of perimeter, rather than the fractal dimension of elementary pat-
tern. The results also showed that the frequency-selective absorbing behavior is
seen for the di®erent fractal patterns and stage numbers. Such pattern speci¯c
feature must further be investigated as the future issue.
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